
Communication Genius
3. Toasting

Lesson's goal
Learning to make a toast like a short bright speech

The main thing is not to say, the main thing is to be remembered
Toast is a good way to be remembered

A properly composed toast is a good test of empathy

Decide how and whom to address
"Colleagues" is a bad word

When there was no time to prepare

Do not rush to take the floor Think about who you have to thank There are great speeches from 
Oscar recipients

Good examples of how they thank 
people who helped them

TODO: watch them on YouTube

BAD

You can not advertise your company 
or yourself, it's taboo.

It is forbidden to pathetically and 
tearfully describe the talent of the 
toasted person

GOOD

It should be short Max 1.5 - 2 minutes

It should contain either a joke, or an 
aphorism, or a story!

Yes, it should be prepared!

It might be a good idea to pay 
attention to other people in the 
same profession, for example.

Pay attention to the cameramen in 
the audience when you thank the 
film's cameramen

Refer to Fords' words when toasting manager

It should not sound obvious
Avoid pathos!

Be sincere and use spoken language

Why people are saying toasts?

To drink

To bring pleasure The main point!

To attract attention

Three types of toast

1. Story

About the toasted person or team
Once/one day ...

I remember the story of how you...

If you didn't work with them yet

Read about them on Wikipedia or 
official web site. And tell a story - 
about how you got information 
about the team, and how you were 
surprised by the results.

2. Metaphor

Metaphor must be revealed, proved

But

I don't recommend comparing 
humans to animals.

If you call a person a dog for 
devotion, then he may be offended

It is better to compare with a natural 
phenomenon, a musical genre, an 
architectural style, a vehicle. where there are no "wrong" answers

3. Beautiful, literary
Short poems (1-4 lines)

"Cookie"-poems (Russian-style 
humorous version of haiku/hokku, a 
bit like Limerics)

TODO: search for good short poems

Aphorism / someone's quote

When giving a compliment, be sure that it is true

If the sales manager's last client 
was 3 months ago, then to say that 
they are waiting in line would be a 
mockery.


